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Abstract Energy systems are under pressure to trans-

form to address concerns about climate change. The

modeling and visualization of energy systems can play

an important role in communicating the costs, benefits

and tradeoffs of energy systems choices. We introduce

EnergyViz, a visualization system that provides an in-

terface for exploring time-varying, multi-attribute and

spatial properties of a particular energy system. Ener-

gyViz integrates several visualization techniques to fa-

cilitate exploration of a particular energy system. These

techniques include flow diagram representation to show

energy flow, 3D interaction with flow diagrams for ex-

panding viewable data attributes such as emissions and

an interactive map integrated with flow diagrams for

simultaneous exploration of spatial and abstract infor-

mation. We also perform level of detail exploration on
flow diagrams and use smooth animation across the vi-

sualizations to represent time-varying data. Finally, we

include evaluation results of EnergyViz collected from

expert and inexperienced participants.
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1 Introduction

The energy systems of developed nations have fueled a

very high quality of life, delivering luxuries that would

be the envy of all previous generations. Such systems

include all stages in energy flow from its recovery from

nature, through the creation of energy currencies (gaso-

line, electricity, etc.) to the delivery of energy services

to meet societal demand. Today the global scale of cli-

mate changing greenhouse gas (GHG) and its fright-

ening environmental and economic implications have

focused attention on the need to transform our energy

systems. Developing policies and investment strategies

to make energy systems more sustainable requires an

understanding of the nature of our existing energy sys-

tems.

Sankey diagrams are a type of flow diagram that

are commonly used to show the magnitude of energy

flows from resources, through commodities to services

(see International Energy Agency’s website [16] for an

example of a Sankey diagram). These diagrams provide

a top-down perspective on energy systems and make it

possible to identify major features, inconsistencies or

questionable aspects of the data that require closer and

critical analysis.

Despite the usefulness of Sankey diagrams, the struc-

ture of an energy system can be too complex to be fully

captured in a single diagram. Complex systems typ-

ically require several visualization techniques applied

together to show all properties of data.

Energy systems data consist of spatial, time-varying

and multi-attribute features as well as flow information

that requires advanced visualizations to capture all of

this information. In this paper, we introduce a system

for visualization of Canada’s energy system which han-

dles the complexity of data using linked visualizations
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Fig. 1: An overview of EnergyViz.

(Figure 1). The main component of EnergyViz is in-

teractive Sankey diagrams. To address the complexity

of the energy systems, we support level-of-detail explo-

ration of Sankey diagrams using a hierarchical struc-

ture for data. We also take advantage of an interactive

map to show spatial information and explore regional

Sankey diagrams. To support viewing GHG emissions,

we display them as simple bar charts perpendicular to

the Sankey diagram’s plane. To illustrate the relation-

ship between these attributes and conventional Sankey,

we use smooth animation to change the view. Smooth

animation is also used for other aspects of our visual-

ization system including the visualization of temporal

changes and increasing or decreasing the level of detail.

EnergyViz, is created using techniques discussed in

our previous paper [3]. In [3], we discuss how Sankey di-

agrams are generated and smoothly animated. In this

paper, we improve the layout of a Sankey diagrams

and their animation using optimization. We also pro-

vide evaluation results of EnergyViz. This evaluation is

performed using a qualitative study of both expert and

inexperienced participants.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 presents a background on Energy system and

tasks based on which we designed our system. Related

work follows in Section 4. We discuss data abstraction

in Section 5. We describe our design choices for different

aspects of energy system dataset in Sections 6, 7, 8 and

9. Evaluation results are presented in Section 11 and a

discussion of results follows in Section 12. This paper

ends in Section 13 with conclusion and ideas for future

work.

2 Energy System Background

Energy systems encompass the generation and conver-

sion technologies as well as the distribution network

which provides energy services (mobility, light, nutri-

tion, industrial products, etc) from the energy sources

that nature provides. Examples of energy sources in-

clude fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas), uranium and renew-

ables (hydropower, biomass, wind, solar). These energy

sources are converted into commodities or currencies

(e.g., gasoline, diesel, electricity, wood pellets, etc) that

can be moved to where the energy is needed to be con-

verted into a service.

In this paper, we use data from the Canadian En-

ergy Systems Simulation (CanESS) model [9]. CanESS

draws on historical data from a range of government

sources and creates an integrated model of energy flows

and GHG emissions by Canadian province for the pe-

riod 1978 to 2010. This historical model is then used to

project the future of Canadian energy system based on

assumptions about population and GDP growth, en-

ergy sources, conversion technologies and service de-

mand.

Some of the elements that form energy systems are

the energy flow inside a region, production levels for
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energy sources, trade of energy across regions and also

other attributes such as amount of green house gas

(GHG) emissions produced throughout the process of

energy generation to delivery. We use such historical

data for Canada provided by CanESS in our visualiza-

tion.

3 Motivation and Tasks

Our project was motivated by the need of our energy

system expert collaborators for sophisticated visualiza-

tions that can be used both by the public and by policy

makers to understand the features of Canada’s energy

system.

While Sankey diagrams have been widely used in vi-

sualizing energy systems, they can be criticized in dif-

ferent ways. A Sankey diagram is often too complex

particularly when populated with highly detailed infor-

mation, making it difficult to see important aspects of

the energy system being represented. Besides, other im-

portant information such as GHG emissions can not be

simply added to a Sankey diagram as it increases its

visual complexity.

In summary, based on discussions we had with our

collaborators, we aim at achieving the following goals

using EnergyViz:

1. Being able to show temporal changes in Canada’s

energy system. This feature is particularly impor-

tant when wanting to compare historical differences

among regions, or alternative energy futures. Such

insights are particularly valuable for decision mak-

ers as they consider different policies and investment

strategies;

2. Reducing visual complexity of Sankey diagrams by

viewing them at different levels of detail;

3. Visualizing GHG emissions as an important feature

of energy systems that is driving the change in these

systems.

4 Related Work

The design of EnergyViz draws upon research in several

related domains including: visualization of flow, time-

varying data visualization and linked visualizations.

Visualization of Flow: Visualization of flow, i.e show-

ing the amount of change from one state or element to

another, appears in many application areas. A previous

system which directly addresses visualization of energy

systems is the work by Riehmann et al. [22]. In this

work visualization of energy system of a city using in-

teractive Sankey diagrams is addressed. The other ex-

ample of using flow diagrams is Outflow system [28].

In this system, temporal event sequences are visualized

using edges between time steps to show progression of

an event. Another example system which uses parallel

sets [5] technique to show people’s movement informa-

tion from one group to another, is the work done by von

Landesberger et al. [18]. In their approach, parallel sets

are used to show change in classes of data over time.

Furthermore, several works focus visualization of

flow on a map. Phan et al. [11] initially introduced tech-

niques for visualizing flows on a map (flow map) and

presented algorithms for optimizing layout of flow maps

and reducing visual clutter. In EnergyViz, we use a ba-

sic flow map representation to show energy imports and

exports on a map.

Time-varying Data Visualization: There is a vast

literature on visualization of time-varying data [19, 2].

Various techniques to visualize time focus on either

static representation of all time steps in 2D or 3D space

or dynamic visualization using animation [1]. Small mul-

tiples [27] is a technique which puts together different

variations of a single visualization distinguished by time

or other features. This technique however limits the

number of viewable time steps due to lack of screen

space. Kothur et al. [17] suggest a clustering technique

to reduce the number of maps required to represent

data.

Animation is also used as a common technique to

show temporal changes. Arguments exist around effec-

tiveness of animation to visualize trends [23, 24], how-
ever, animation has proved successful for presentation

and viewing results of analysis [24, 1]. Gapminder [13]

is an example of a successful use of animation in infor-

mation visualization.

Several previous work discuss creating smooth an-

imation for dynamic graphs to maintain the so called

mental map. GraphAEL [12] is an application for an-

imating graphs with evolving layouts. In this applica-

tion, force directed layout is modified using between

timestep edges to preserve the stability of animation.

Also, North et. al. [20] discuss preserving mental map

during animation of static directed graph drawings by

taking into account the geometrical and topological in-

formation of the graph.

Linked Visualization: Our system presents a com-

bination of visualization techniques to facilitate explo-

ration of different features of an energy system. Sev-

eral systems have been previously proposed to support

spatio-temporal and multivariate features of a dataset.
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An example system is VISSTAMP [14] which provides

a framework for visualization of spatio-temporal multi-

attribute datasets. VISSTAMP models such datasets as

a cube having three dimensions of location, multiple at-

tributes and time. This framework suggests a separate

visualization technique for each dimension and links

them together to facilitate data exploration. Graphdice

[6] is another example system which uses linked visu-

alization for multi-attribute social networks. Also, Vis-

Link [10] is a visualization tool which addresses linking

several visualizations through edges that connect same

entities across several visualizations.

5 Data Abstraction

In this section we present a detailed data abstraction

of the problem domain to clarify the underlying data

structure required to model an energy system.

Energy systems can be modeled as a network flow

[7] which is a weighted directed graph with specific

properties. In a network flow, there are three types of

nodes including source nodes, intermediate nodes and

sink nodes. The source nodes produce flows and sink

nodes are where the flows end. Intermediate nodes are

the nodes other than sink and source nodes which con-

sume a flow. In an energy system the flow is preserved

from sources to sinks and for each intermediate node

(Figure 2a).
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Fig. 2: (a) A sample network flow for an energy system.

Source, intermediate and sink nodes are marked with

s, i and t respectively. Numbers represent edge weights.

(b) A sample hierarchy for an energy system network

flow.

The temporal property of an energy system is re-

flected as the change in its graph topology. Therefore,

an energy system is indeed a dynamic network flow.

In the energy system graph, nodes can have multi-

ple attributes associated to them. Domestic usage, pro-

duction levels, imports, exports, energy loss and GHG

emissions are examples of a node’s attributes.

Crude oil

CoalNatural gas

Natural gas
Coal

Crude oil

Region1 Region2

Fig. 3: Illustrating energy system graphs of two regions.

The dotted line between crude oil nodes shows how two

regional network flows might have spatial connections

through imports and exports of a source or commodity.

Among the attributes of a node, import and export

have spatial associations. These attributes not only rep-

resent a single value, but also represent a connection to

another location. The spatial features of the data set

add more complexity to energy system graph model.

Figure 3, shows an overall model of an energy system.

This figure shows two regional network flows connected

to each other through spatial attributes such as imports

and exports.

Furthermore, to make level of detail exploration of

a Sankey diagram possible, we associate the energy sys-

tem graph with a hierarchical data structure. This hi-

erarchy makes energy system graph a clustered graph.

A clustered graph consists of a graph and a tree which

defines the existing hierarchy of the nodes of the graph

[8] (Figure 2b).

In the following sections, we discuss the visualiza-

tion technique choices for each of the dataset features.

6 Network Flow Visualization

In order to visualize regional network flows discussed in

Section 5, we use Sankey diagrams, a familiar tool for

energy system specialists.

In a Sankey diagram, nodes are arranged in lay-

ers where resources are usually placed on the leftmost

layer and services are on the rightmost layer. In typi-

cal Sankey diagrams, edges are represented by a smooth

curve where the thickness represents flow quantity (Fig-

ure 4).

Assigning layers to nodes in a Sankey diagram is

done so that all the edges point to the same direction

and no edges exist between nodes of the same layer. [15]

discusses layer assignment algorithms for layered graph

drawing.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4: (a) A Sankey diagram generated using simple layout. Red rectangles mark several dummy nodes - nodes that

are added to avoid edge and node intersections. (b) Sankey diagram of Canada in 1978. The layout is calculated

using optimization.

Having the layer for each node, finding the x posi-

tions of nodes is trivial by evenly distributing layers in

the drawing area [3].

In order to achieve readable Sankey diagrams, we

consider several aesthetic criteria. These criteria include

minimum edge crossings, short-as-possible edge lengths

and straight edges. These criteria as well as steps of

calculating Sankey diagram’s layout are adapted from

Sugyiama’s layered graph drawing framework [25].

6.1 Reducing Edge Crossing

Edge crossing is an important factor which effects read-

ability of a graph. In layered graph drawing, the order

of nodes in a layer determines number of edge cross-

ings. One of the heuristics for finding node ordering is

barycentric method [25]. This method orders nodes in

a layer by computing each node’s barycentric position

considering its predecessor (direct parent nodes) or suc-

cessors (direct child nodes).

6.2 Assigning y Coordinate to Nodes

Once horizontal positions of nodes and their orders are

determined, we use two different algorithms to find the

vertical position of each node in a layer.

Simple Layout In this layout, node positions are top

aligned, i.e. nodes in each layer are positioned from top

to bottom with equal spaces between them [3]. Figure

4a shows an example of a Sankey diagram generated

using simple layout. Notice that, in order to avoid edges

passing over nodes, we add dummy nodes to the graph

to replace long edges with edges that connect nodes of

consecutive layers (Figure 4a). Adding dummy nodes is

also important for reducing computational complexity

of finding layout using optimization.

Optimized Layout In order to improve the placement

of nodes and to achieve our aesthetic criteria, we use

an optimization model. Here, we wish to minimize the

weighted sum of distances between each two connected

nodes in consecutive layers. By considering edge weights,

we enforce edges with larger flows to be shorter. In ad-

dition, several inequality constraints (e.g. node ordering

obtained from Section 6.1) apply to this minimization

problem. Therefore, we model this optimization prob-

lem to linear programming. The objective function is

defined as:

f1 = min

N∑
i=1

wi ∗ |yj − yi| (1)

where yj and yi are y positions of two connected nodes

in layers j and i respectively, N is the number of edges

and wi is the weight of the edge connecting nodes. Note

that due to adding dummy nodes to the graph, the ex-

isting edges are always between nodes of two consecu-

tive layers.

Several constraints apply to this optimization prob-

lem. First, we should respect the node ordering in each

layer obtained from reducing edge crossing (Section 6.1).

This constraint is expressed as yi+1,j > yi,j where yi,j
is the y position of ith node in layer j. Second, the dia-

gram should be drawn within boundaries of the drawing

area. Therefore, yfirst < top and ylast > bottom must

apply for the first and last nodes in each layer. Finally,

we wish to keep flows as straight as possible by keeping
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connected dummy nodes aligned. This constraint is ex-

pressed as di = dj where di and dj are two connected

dummy nodes. This constraint reduces the unnecessary

curves throughout a single flow.

This linear programming can be solved using sim-

plex algorithm implemented in Numeric.js library [21].

See Figure 4b for a Sankey diagram resulting from op-

timized layout.

6.3 Visualizing Flows

In our visualization of Sankey diagrams, we represent

flows as thick cubic Bezier curves. In order to ensure

tangent continuity of connected flows at dummy nodes

which makes a single flow appear smooth and continu-

ous, we position control points as in Figure 5a. In this

Figure, P0 is aligned horizontally with P1 and P2 is

aligned horizontally with P3. In order to enlarge the

thickness of this Bezier curve, we use the method pro-

posed by Tiller and Hanson[26]. In this method, control

point polygon is offset in perpendicular direction to find

the positions of new control points (Figure 5b).

P2

P1P0

P3

(a) Cubic Bezier curve used
in our Sankey diagrams. Con-
trol point positions ensure
horizontal tangent vectors at
P0 and P3.

P2

P1P0

P3

P'2

P'1
P'0

P'3

(b) Using Tiller Hanson algo-
rithm for creating offset curve
of a cubic Bezier curve. Red
is the original curve and blue
is the offset curve.

Fig. 5: Creating flows in the Sankey diagrams.

7 Level-of-Detail Exploration

Despite network flows in Canadian energy system con-

sisting of a relatively small number of nodes and edges,

visualization of Sankey diagrams with all nodes quickly

becomes complex as shown in Figure 6a. Therefore, it

is desirable to provide an overview of the energy system

and view details on demand.

We define two main operations on Sankey diagrams

to perform level-of-detail exploration: grouping and un-

grouping. Grouping aggregates flow and attributes of a

set of desired nodes, while ungrouping breaks a node

(a) (b)

Fig. 7: Hierarchical exploration of Sankey diagram. (a)

A sample hierarchy tree of data. The enclosed nodes are

the current nodes visualized in the Sankey diagram. (b)

The hovering interaction for hierarchy in (a). Hovering

over Transportation node shows Services as parent and

Personal Transportation and Freight Transportation as

children.

down to its children. These two operations require a

hierarchical data structure to be defined for the graphs

(Figure 7a).

We create the hierarchy using data categorization

provided by our energy system collaborators. For ex-

ample, “personal transportation” and “freight trans-

portation” are grouped into “transportation” category.

Grouping merges several child nodes into a parent node

by summing up their attribute values. It also creates

meta edges for the parent node by summing up flow

values of its children. Ungrouping, however, is a lit-

tle less straight-forward. When we merge several nodes

in a graph, the connections between child nodes are

lost. Therefore, when a parent node is drilled down,

the edges from child nodes to their neighbors are re-

computed based on the connections of the most detailed

graph. The algorithms for grouping and ungrouping op-

erations on weighted graphs are discussed in detail by

Auber et al. [4].

To initially view a Sankey diagram, we choose a

specific set of nodes in the hierarchy as illustrated in

Figure 7a. We create the Sankey diagram by bottom

up calls to the grouping operation, starting from leaves

in the tree, until we reach desired set of nodes. The

hierarchy can be explored interactively by giving the

options of grouping or ungrouping upon hovering the

nodes as shown in Figure 7b. Figure 6 shows a Sankey

diagram in two different levels of detail.

8 Animation for Sankey diagrams

As discussed in Section 2, one of the important require-

ments for energy system experts is to view changes in

the Sankey diagrams over time. In this work, we take

advantage of animation to represent time-varying data.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6: Visualization of Canadian energy system using level-of-detail exploration. (a) A Sankey diagram with many

details. (b) A simplified Sankey diagram.

As the flow values change over time, node dimen-

sions change in the Sankey diagram, causing overlaps

between nodes. Assuming changes in flow and attribute

values are reflected in node heights by increasing or de-

creasing the rectangle sizes from the bottom, one way to

avoid these overlaps is to move nodes down each layer

as they overlap. This method is discussed in [3].

However, animation can be improved by minimizing

the overall movement of nodes in the diagram between

two time steps. Fewer movements during animation,

make it easier for the observer to follow the changes.

To minimize node movements from one frame to the

next, we minimize sum of vertical movements of the

nodes between frames:

f2 =

N∑
i=1

|yi,t − yi,t−1| (2)

where yi,t is the y position of ith node in time step t.

The overall objective function for the optimized ani-

mation is a trade off between having the aesthetic crite-

ria of the optimized layout (Section 6) and minimizing

the node movements. Considering Equations 1 and 2,

the overall objective function for animation is:

f = cf1 + (1− c)f2 , 0 ≤ c ≤ 1

One drawback of creating animation using optimiza-

tion compared to simple method discussed in [3] is that,

here we precompute the layout in each time step. The

precomputation of node positions is necessary in this

method due to time complexity of simplex algorithm.

9 Multi-attribute Visualization

As discussed in Section 5, there are several attributes

associated with a node in the network flow. Some of

these attributes such as production level, can be vi-

sualized as a separate node in Sankey diagram. This

choice is particularly useful as production level is di-

rectly related to amount of energy flow in an energy

system. Having such an attribute visualized as a node

in Sankey diagram can show the relationship between

the attribute value and flow.

However, other attributes such as GHG emissions

are totally independent of flow values. Furthermore in-

tegrating too many attributes as nodes in Sankey dia-

gram makes it even more complex. We therefore exam-

ine visualizing three categories of emissions (CO2, N2O

and CH4) by augmenting Sankey diagram view in 3D

(Figure 8).

In this technique, our visualization of Sankey is in a

2D plane embedded in 3D space and emissions are vi-

sualized as bar charts perpendicular to this plane. We

smoothly change the view from front view to a 3D view

(e.g. the bird’s eye view), and attach the emission infor-

mation to each node. We use orthographic projection in

order to preserve lengths and to make bar chart compar-

isons more reliable. The 3D view reveals the structure of

attributes for all nodes while maintaining the structure

of the Sankey diagram. To resolve possible occlusions of

the bar charts, the diagram can interactively be rotated

to achieve a proper view of the bar charts.

Fig. 8: Three categories of emissions shown for each

node of the Sankey diagram in 3D. Blue, green and

purple represent CO2, N2O and CH4 respectively.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9: Linked view of spatial data and Sankey diagram. (a) Natural gas node is selected in Sankey diagram. (b)

Distribution of natural gas is viewed across Canada.

10 Map View

In order to view regional Sankey diagrams, we use an

interactive map to easily navigate diagrams for differ-

ent regions. In this map, regions and the legend are

clickable, facilitating interactive exploration of regional

Sankey diagrams as well as distribution of energy re-

sources across the map. The benefit of this dual view

is that while import and export and total production

levels of a specific energy source are revealed using the

map, domestic usage patterns can be further tracked

down using the associated Sankey diagram to that re-

gion. The map and Sankey diagram are connected using

linked views (Figure 9), making association of spatial

and abstract information clear. For more details refer

to [3].

11 Feedback and Results

In order to validate the usability of EnergyViz, we per-

form a formal evaluation of different functionalities of

EnergyViz discussed in this paper. In this section, we

describe evaluation participants, procedure and results.

11.1 Participants

EnergyViz is targeted towards energy system experts

as well as a less experienced audience interested in ex-

ploring energy systems. We therefore perform our eval-

uation on two groups of participants.

The first group was made up of two experts with

solid background in energy systems who are also famil-

iar with Sankey diagrams.

The second group are eight graduate students with

some background in energy systems and having little or

no familiarity with Sankey diagrams.

Furthermore, we collaborated with three energy sys-

tem experts through out development of our applica-

tion. We present and discuss comments from the par-

ticipants as well as our collaborators in Section 11.3.

11.2 Procedure

We provided our participants with a questionnaire in-

cluding questions about each of the features of the En-

ergyViz including general functionality of EnergyViz

(map, animation and Sankey diagram layout), level of

detail exploration and 3D view of Sankey diagram. We

provided the same set of questions for both groups of

participants.

For each of the features, we started by giving a demo

of the feature as an instruction for how to use it in

EnergyViz. Then we asked participants to work with

the feature to aid them in performing a specific task.

For example, to examine the general usability of En-

ergyViz, we asked participants to read flow values be-

tween same elements in two different provinces and then

compare them. Then we asked them to report the trade

information of a particular resource.

For the level of detail exploration and 3D view, the

participants worked with these features and reported

how understandable and useful they find the feature.

11.3 Results

In this section, we first provide feedback from our col-

laborators and then provide feedback of evaluation par-

ticipants.

The feedback provided by our collaborators was gath-

ered throughout development of our application. Our

energy system collaborators found the new visualiza-

tion of energy system useful in following terms:
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1. They stated having a map in conjunction with Sankey

diagrams is a benefit for this visualization since you

can view the energy system from another window.

Maps can also provide a comparison capability across

several regions, as well as spatial information which

is not available in a Sankey diagram.

2. Viewing emissions is a feature that has not been

available in previous visualizations of Sankey dia-

grams and changing to the 3D diagram view is very

useful as it shows all the information in a single vi-

sualization.

3. They also found level-of-detail exploration helpful.

They mentioned a simplified version of Sankey dia-

gram is useful specifically when communicating en-

ergy systems with people less familiar with this type

of visualization. A Sankey diagram, is a complex

visualization for people new to it and having the

capability to remove the complexity of diagram as

well as showing the details, makes Sankey diagrams

useful for presentation to a broader audience.

Following we provide feedback gathered during eval-

uation sessions.

General Comments Our expert participants provided

positive feedback regarding the overall functionality of

our application.

One of the expert participants commented that our

visualization is certainly useful for the expert user be-

cause very few people have an understanding of the

overall energy system. Sankey is providing an overview,

while experts usually have an insight on their own area

of expertise. Our visualization tool can expand their

understanding of other aspects of an energy system.

Also, one expert and one non-expert participant found

our application particularly useful for teaching energy

system to inexperienced people.

These participants also found having a map along-

side the Sankey diagram a good feature. One partici-

pant described the map alone as being as informative

as the Sankey diagram.

While both expert and inexperienced participants

did not have problems with our Sankey diagram lay-

out, they found Sankey diagrams complex by nature.

Furthermore, all participants found our animation of

Sankey diagram good for seeing the changes in energy

system.

Level of Detail Exploration All of our participants

were interested about level of detail functionality in the

Sankey diagram and found it useful. Our non-expert

participants preferred a simplified Sankey diagram to

start with and found level of detail exploration useful

as a means of simplifying Sankey diagrams. One of our

expert participants believed that the idea is great par-

ticularly if very detailed information is available to ex-

plore the hierarchy more deeply. She found this feature

useful for educational purpose. As she mentioned, they

call Sankey diagrams “Spaghetti diagram” and her stu-

dents find working with Sankey diagrams very difficult

at the beginning.

Emissions Most of our participants (eight out of ten)

liked 3D emissions visualization. The other two par-

ticipants did not find 3D view useful. An expert par-

ticipant was excited with the way we were visualizing

the emissions and mentioned that it is “very simple to

work with”. Another participant preferred 3D to 2D and

mentioned “3D looks less cluttered and cleaner com-

pared to 2D”.

On the other hand, one of our expert participants

did not find 3D emissions very useful because she be-

lieved viewing trends is more important about emis-

sions which is not available in 3D view.

Among the participants who gave positive comments

about 3D visualization of emissions, most of them (six

out of eight participants) found 3D mostly useful for

having an overall view and not for detailed analysis.

They preferred the option to have both 3D and 2D

emissions to get both overview and detail analysis.

12 Discussion of Results

Level of detail exploration is an interesting and useful

feature for both expert and inexperience users. We find

Sankey diagrams very complex for most people and sim-

plifying them is a useful feature to make understanding
them easier. However, one of the problems with current

level of detail interaction is that, viewers are not pro-

vided with explicit hierarchy and are left to figure this

out for themselves.

One of the major suggested features particularly by

our expert participants is viewing future projections of

an energy system. As an expert participant mentioned,

policy makers and expert users are more interested in

testing different policy measures and seeing how they

effect the future of an energy system than seeing the

historical data only.

13 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented EnergyViz, a visualization

system for supporting exploration of the Canadian en-

ergy system. We provided a detailed data abstraction

for structure of the energy system and discussed our

visualization choices. Our employed dataset involves
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time-varying, spatial and multi-attribute features which

requires integrated visualization techniques to support

exploration of these features simultaneously. We used

interactive Sankey diagrams to generate visualization

of flows and correlations in an energy system. We de-

scribed using optimization for creating Sankey diagram

layout and smooth animation which are an improve-

ment over our past techniques of visualizing and ani-

mating Sankey diagrams.

We also described 3D interaction with Sankey di-

agram to view GHG emissions as bar charts attached

to Sankey diagram nodes. Besideds, we defined a hi-

erarchical data structure for energy data in order to

facilitate level-of-detail exploration in the Sankey dia-

grams. Linked views between map and the Sankey di-

agrams were also used for simultaneous exploration of

abstract and spatial information. Finally we evaluated

EnergyViz by performing a qualitative study.

The techniques we provided in this paper could be

extendable to other energy systems as well as other ar-

eas dealing with visualization of flow. One future work

is to explore application of our techniques to data from

other domains. EnergyViz techniques could be applied

to financial flow and ecosystem visualization.

During our evaluation sessions, we received several

comments about incorporating more data into our tool.

For example, one participant suggested once oil flow is

visualized on the Sankey and trades are shown on the

map, it would be beneficial for the analysts to include

oil well information. Also, an expert participant sug-

gested when running animation for historical data, it is

good to know why some significant changes happen in

the energy system; for example if it is due to a crisis.

Considering integration of more data, we prospect us-

ing techniques of this work in a broader framework such

as digital earth. The future work in this regard could

be visualizing Sankey on the globe and also sourcing

more data related to energy systems and using linked

visualizations to show the information.

Incorporating future projections of data is another

important direction. Viewing the future implications of

data is one of the major tasks that people working in

energy systems require. Several parameters such as ap-

plying different policies, economic factors, energy prices

and moving towards different energy resources would

impact the structure of an energy system in the future.

The ability to run scenarios based on different param-

eters and see the future projections would definitely be

advantageous for analysis purposes.
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